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Maria is making prize 
bags for Weird Contest 
Week. She has 61 prizes. 
She is going to put an 
equal number in each 
of 10 bags. She wants to 
put as many prizes in 
each bag as she 
possibly can. After she 
has filled 8 bags, what 
fraction of the prizes 
does she have left?

Alex knows that his 
teacher loves birds. He 
is building a birdhouse 
for her for Teacher 
Appreciation Week. He 
started working on the 
birdhouse at 2:33 p.m. 
Saturday afternoon. He 
worked until it was all 
finished at 4:04 p.m. that 
evening. How long did 
Alex work on the 
birdhouse?

Jessica baked an apple 
pie for her family for 
dinner. She cut the pie 
into eight pieces. Her 
father ate one-fourth of 
the pie, her mother ate 
one-eighth of the pie, 
her older brother ate 
two pieces of pie, and 
Jessica ate the rest. 
How many pieces of pie 
did Jessica eat?

1 km = 1,000 m

12 km = m

Circle the digit in the tenths place.

692.45
3 4

+ 2 7

Write this as a number in standard form.  
Use a comma in your number.

two hundred sixty-five thousand,  four 
hundred fifty-four

Write a letter that has a line 
of symmetry.

7 3
- 4 2

9 x 3 = 4 7 6
+ 4 8 9

96 ÷ 8 = 9 1 7
- 6 6 8
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Connor invented a robotic bug.  The bug 
can crawl three centimeters in 
twenty-four seconds.  How long would it 
take the bug to crawl twenty-four 
centimeters?

Anna multiplied two one-digit 
numbers and then added 143.  
The result was 185.  Amy does not 
believe her and thinks Anna made 
a mistake.  Who is correct?

Can 635 be evenly divided by 5? Circle:
635 is NOT divisible by 5
635 is divisible by 5

How many millimeters are in 8 centimeters?

 millimeters

Maria wrote that 67 divided by 7 has a 
remainder of 4.  For her homework, she 
needs to find two other numbers that when 
divided by 7 will have a remainder of 4.  
Help her with her homework.

In the number 16,116,125,709, the digit 2 is in 
what place?

29 kg = g

What time is 16 hours after 
5:00 a.m.?

60 ÷ 6 = 

5 x 4 = 

Choose the words that best complete 
the sentence.
The twins told me that 
(their/there) grandmother knit 
them (their/there) matching 
sweaters.

12 x 3 = 
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Maria has two favorite 
numbers.  If you add her 
favorite numbers, you get 20. 
If you multiply her favorite 
numbers, you get 64.  What 
are her mystery numbers?

Can 525 be evenly divided by 7? Circle:
525 is divisible by 7
525 is NOT divisible by 7

Connor invented a robotic bug.  The bug 
can crawl three centimeters in 
twenty-four seconds.  How long would it 
take the bug to crawl sixteen 
centimeters?

(5 + 4) + 2 = 

How many digits are in 100 
times 1,000?

For 7,755,997,103,853, write 
the digit that is in the hundred 
thousands place.

Can 310 be evenly divided by 6? Circle:
310 is NOT divisible by 6
310 is divisible by 6

Sarah wants Anna to guess a three digit 
number.  She tells Anna that her number 
has three different digits.  The digits are 5,
8,  and 7.  Anna thinks.  She then guesses 
the number 875.  What are the chances 
that Anna has guessed correctly?

Circle the correctly spelled words.
moald, mold
pillow, pilloe
royal, roile

Circle the interjection in the sentence.
Phew! That was a hard run in gym 
class!
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3 8 7 + 7 2 8 = 0 1 - 5 = 1 1 3 0

Use the pieces above to help you fill in the runaway math puzzle.

Can 897 be evenly divided by 8? Circle:
897 is divisible by 8
897 is NOT divisible by 8

Circle the smallest number:
90,332
2,517,648

45,071,689,471
62,985,038

Circle the addition property 
for 41 + 159 = 159 + 41.

associative property
commutative property

What is the homophone of this word?
fare 24 ÷ 8 = 

1 - = 6 - 1
+ +
4 + 5 = 0 -
= +
7 8 + = 8

7 =
+ 0 1
9 + 2 1
= 0

2 + = 5
6
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Can you draw lines to cover every number or shape in the picture?
You can only move left, right, up, or down.  And definitely no starting or stopping in a blank spot!

The first one is already done for you.  Good luck.

Draw exactly 8 lines.
Start on 1.
Do not pick up your pencil.

12

3 4
56

78

9

2
2

3

8

6

1

3

1

Draw exactly 6 lines.
Start on 1.
Do not pick up your pencil.

1 2

34

5 6

7

4

6
6
3
6
6

3 3

1

3
2

Draw exactly 9 lines.
Start on the square.
Do not pick up your pencil.

Draw exactly 7 lines.
Start on the square.
Do not pick up your pencil.

Draw exactly 9 lines.
Start on the square.
Do not pick up your pencil.
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Each box needs a number from 1 to 9.  You may re-use numbers.

One set of sums has been done for you.

sum of

6
sum of

4
sum of

5
sum of

9
sum of

10
sum of

7
sum of

7
sum of

4
sum of

8
sum of

8
sum of

7 2

1
sum of

8
sum of

6

1

sum of

5

sum of

5
sum of

6
sum of

7
sum of

8
sum of

7
sum of

8 2 5 1
sum of

7
sum of

4
sum of

6
sum of

5
sum of

8
sum of

4
sum of

9
sum of

4
sum of

6

Write an equation to represent this:

The difference between sixteen and five is 
eleven.

Rose was given three numbers:  8,  14,  
and  12.  She needs to use two of these 
numbers to make a fraction.  Can she 
make a fraction that is greater than 
three-fourths?

Write the missing family fact.

264 ÷ 11 = 24
264 ÷ 24 = 11
24 x 11 = 264

Write a letter that has two or 
more lines of symmetry.

Which of the following is not a 
preposition?

A below B decline

C beyond D up
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Each of the words below starts on the number shown.  A word can go up, down, left 
(backwards), right, or in any of the diagonal directions starting from the numbered box.

Y U
1

B
2 3

4

5 6

7 8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

O
16

E

B
17

C

E H

Y
18 19

O

1. BEFORE
BATHE
BOUNDARY
BUY

2. OFF
OXYGEN

3. BRIEF

4. SUIT
SKIS
SPEEDILY

5. ONCE

6. HERO
HEART
HEIR

7. IDEA

8. EMPLOY
EARTH

9. SPOKEN
SOMETHING

10. PARTY

11. MONTHS
MINOR

12. BEEN
BYTE

13. TRUTH
TROPHY

14. DEBT
DOES
DUMB

15. ONLY
OBEY

16. ECHO

17. CUTE

18. LYING

19. CLUE
CITY






